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Abstract
According to the standard giant impact hypothesis, the Moon formed from a partially vaporized disk generated by
a collision between the proto-Earth and a Mars-sized impactor. The initial structure of the disk significantly affects
the Moon-forming process, including the Moon’s mass, its accretion time scale, and its isotopic similarity to Earth.
The dynamics of the impact event determines the initial structure of a nearly hydrostatic Moon-forming disk. How-
ever, the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic models have been studied separately and their connection has not previously
been well quantified. Here, we show the extent to which the properties of the disk can be inferred from Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) simulations. By using entropy, angular momentum and mass distributions of the SPH
outputs as approximately conserved quantities, we compute the two-dimensional disk structure. We investigate four
different models: (a) standard, the canonical giant impact model, (b) fast-spinning Earth, a collision between a fast-
spinning Earth and a small impactor, (c) sub-Earths, a collision between two objects with half Earth’s mass, and (d)
intermediate, a collision of two bodies whose mass ratio is 7:3. Our SPH calculations show that the initial disk has
approximately uniform entropy. This is because the materials of different angular momenta are shocked to similar
extents. The disks of the fast-spinning Earth and sub-Earths cases are hotter and more vaporized (∼ 80-90% vapor)
than the standard case (∼20%). The intermediate case falls between these values. In the highly vaporized cases, our
procedure fails to establish a unique surface density profile of the disk because the disk is unstable according to the
Rayleigh criterion (the need for a monotonically increasing specific angular momentum with radius). In these cases,
we estimate non-unique disk models by conserving global quantities (mass and total angular momentum). We also
develop a semi-analytic model for the thermal structure of the disk, including the radial temperature structure and the
vapor mass fraction. The model requires only two inputs: the average entropy and the surface density of the disk.
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1. Introduction
The widely accepted explanation for the origin of
the Moon is the giant impact hypothesis, which in-
volves a collision between the proto-Earth and an im-
pactor during the late stage of terrestrial planet forma-
tion (Hartmann and Davis, 1975; Cameron and Ward,
1976). A number of numerical simulations of gi-
ant impacts have been performed to test this hypothe-
sis (Benz et al., 1986, 1987, 1989; Cameron and Benz,
1991; Canup and Asphaug, 2001; Canup, 2004, 2008).
Typically, a Mars-sized impactor hits the proto-Earth
with a small impact velocity and large impact angle.
Email address: mnakajima@caltech.edu (Miki Nakajima)
The ranges of the impact velocity and angle are rel-
atively limited because the angular momentum of the
system is thought to be conserved over time (e.g.,
Canup et al., 2001). The typical outcome of these sim-
ulations is that the impactor is tidally disrupted, partly
by tides and partly by the shock-induced flows, and cre-
ates a massive iron-depleted circumplanetary disk, from
which the Moon is subsequently accreted. In this paper,
we call this model the “standard” scenario. This model
can potentially explain several observed features, such
as the Moon’s mass and iron depletion, as well as the
angular momentum of the Earth-Moon system.
The standard model might fail to explain the ob-
served isotopic similarities of the Earth and Moon. Ac-
cording to these simulations, most of the disk ma-
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terials originate from the impactor, which is likely
to have different isotope ratios from the proto-Earth.
Then, the Moon should primarily inherit the isotopic
signature of the projectile. This seemingly contra-
dicts the nearly identical isotopic ratios of oxygen, sil-
icon, tungsten, and titanium observed for the Earth
and Moon (Wiechert et al., 2001; Armytage et al., 2012;
Touboul et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2012). A recent study
shows that a giant impact with a smaller impact an-
gle and larger impact velocity could lead to a disk
that mainly originates from proto-Earth (Reufer et al.,
2012), but this model still has difficulty with explaining
such strong isotopic similarities.
Pahlevan and Stevenson (2007) suggest mixing have
occurred between the disk and Earth’s mantle through
the connected atmosphere. This process could have ho-
mogenized the isotopic ratios, such as oxygen. How-
ever, this model may have difficulty explaining the
silicon isotopic ratios (Pahlevan et al., 2011; Halliday,
2012). It is also unclear whether the mixing is suf-
ficiently efficient to accomplish the isotopic similarity
even for oxygen, especially because this requires effi-
cient homogenization all the way from the deep mantle
of the Earth to the outermost half of the disk mass.
Recently, new dynamical models have been sug-
gested for the origin of the Moon. ´Cuk and Stewart
(2012) propose a model in which an impactor hit a
rapidly rotating, and hence oblate, proto-Earth (called
the “fast-spinning Earth”), whereas Canup (2012) sug-
gests a giant impact between two objects with half
Earth’s mass (hereafter “sub-Earths”). In these models,
the composition of the disk is similar to that of the Earth,
so that the isotopic similarities can be potentially ex-
plained. In these studies, the angular momentum of the
Earth-Moon system is approximately three times larger
than its present-day value. ´Cuk and Stewart (2012) sug-
gest that the evection resonance between the Moon and
the Sun can transfer excess angular momentum from the
Earth-Moon system to the Sun-Earth. This is the res-
onance that occurs when the precession period of the
Moon’s pericenter is equal to the Earth’s orbital period
(Touma and Wisdom, 1998). The efficiency of this an-
gular momentum transfer may depend on a fortuitous
choice of tidal parameters and their constancy with time,
but we set aside this concern in this paper.
To bridge such dynamical models and the resulting
properties of the Moon, the thermodynamics of the
Moon-forming disk needs to be understood. The ther-
mal structure of the disk affects the Moon-forming pro-
cess and, hence, the chemical and isotopic compositions
of the Moon. As an example, the initial entropy of the
disk may control the volatile content of the disk. In
a disk without radial mass transport or loss to infinity,
the initial entropy will not matter since a high-entropy
disk will simply cool to reach the same thermodynamic
state as an initially low-entropy disk. However, the in-
terplay of cooling and transport can be expected to af-
fect the fate of the volatile components. This is impor-
tant for explaining the volatile depletion of the Moon
(Ringwood and Kesson, 1977). Additionally, the iso-
tope mixing occurs more efficiently in the high-entropy,
and hence, vapor-rich disk (Pahlevan and Stevenson,
2007).
The disk structure and its evolution have
been studied analytically and numerically (e.g.,
Thompson and Stevenson, 1988; Ida et al., 1997;
Kokubo et al., 2000; Pritchard and Stevenson, 2000;
Genda and Abe, 2003; Machida and Abe, 2004; Ward,
2012; Salmon and Canup, 2012), but such previous
studies are not directly connected with the giant impact
modeling. Rather, these studies assume a circumplan-
etary disk as the initial condition. This discrepancy
hinders deriving a realistic disk structure consistently.
The aim of this paper is to derive, for the first time,
the initial thermal structures of Moon-forming disks di-
rectly from giant impact simulations. First, we per-
form various giant impact simulations and then derive
the hydrostatic disk structures based on the numerical
results. Here we focus on four cases: (a) standard, (b)
fast-spinning Earth, (c) sub-Earths, and (d) intermedi-
ate. Case (d) is a collision of two bodies whose mass
ratio is 7:3, which is similar to one of the calculations
performed by Cameron (2000). Lastly, we explain a
simple semi-analytic model that describes the thermal
structure of the disk.
2. Model
The disk structure is derived in two steps. First, gi-
ant impact simulations are performed using Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) (e.g., Lucy, 1977;
Gingold and Monaghan, 1977; Monaghan, 1992). The
details of SPH are summarized in Section 2.1. The end-
point of each simulation provides mass, angular mo-
mentum, and entropy distributions that form the starting
point to determine the disk structure.
2.1. SPH integrated with GRAPE
SPH is a Lagrangian method in which the fluid is
modeled by numerous moving particles (grids). A par-
ticle i has a mass mi and the so-called smoothing length,
hi. The mass mi is distributed in a sphere of radius
2
2hi. hi is defined such that approximately 50 neigh-
boring particles are included in the sphere. Increas-
ing the number of particles near particle i decreases hi.
The momentum and energy equations are solved at each
time step. The momentum equation describes the forces
due to gravity, pressure gradients, and shock compres-
sions. The energy equation describes the change in
internal energy due to shocks and adiabatic pressure
work. The details have been described in previous stud-
ies (Monaghan and Lattanzio, 1985; Monaghan, 1992;
Canup, 2004). We have tested our SPH code by re-
producing the analytical solution for a shock tube and
the adiabatic collapse of an initially isothermal gas
sphere (Evrard, 1988; Hernquist and Katz, 1989). We
use N = 100, 000 SPH particles, which is similar to
modern SPH calculations (e.g., ´Cuk and Stewart, 2012;
Canup, 2012). We have developed our own SPH code
integrated with GRAvity PipE (GRAPE). The GRAPE
hardware calculates gravitational interactions 100-1000
times faster than conventional computers at comparable
cost (Makino et al., 1995, 1997).
2.2. Entropy of the disk
In this work, entropy is used to characterize the ther-
modynamics of the system. Entropy is relatively well-
conserved after the passage of shocks and is insensitive
to the resolution. This is because it slowly changes
spatially, even when density and temperature change
rapidly. A particle with few nearby particles increases
its smoothing length and experiences artificial adiabatic
expansion and cooling (without its neighboring parti-
cles, the density of a particle i is ρi ∝ mi/h3i ). This ef-
fect can lead to unrealistically a small density and tem-
perature of the particle. Because a particle in the disk
does not have sufficient neighboring particles with the
present-day resolution (N ∼ 105), it experiences signif-
icant adiabatic expansion. This leads to the unrealisti-
cally small density and temperature, while the entropy
does not change in the process.
The majority of the entropy gain is due to the impact-
induced shocks, which can be modeled by SPH simula-
tions. Additionally, we allow for the small increments
in entropy arising from SPH particles that are initially
in eccentric or inclined orbits but are incorporated into
the disk as material in circular orbit. Entropy gain due
to mass redistribution within the disk is also possible,
even on a short timescale. This effect is considered for
high entropy (high vapor fraction) cases. The detailed
ideas and procedures are described in Section 2.4 and
the Appendix.
2.3. Initial conditions
Both the target and impactor consist of 70%
mantle (forsterite) and 30% core (iron) by
mass. The M-ANEOS equation of state is used
(Thompson and Lauson, 1972; Melosh, 2007). This
equation can treat phase changes and co-existing multi-
ple phases. Initially, the mantle has a uniform entropy
of 3165 J/K/kg, such that temperature at the surface
is approximately 2000K. The surface temperature
corresponds to that of the “warm starts” of the previous
studies (Canup, 2004, 2008). The constant entropy at
depth implies a solid that is close to the melting curve.
This is appropriate since the early Earth was formed so
quickly that it could not have efficiently cooled in the
period since the previous giant impact. The parameters
are the impactor-to-total mass ratio γ, the total mass
of the target and impactor, MT, the scaled impact
parameter b (b = sin θ, here θ is the impact angle), the
impact velocity vimp, and the initial spin period, Tspin.
2.4. Derivation of the disk structure
The mass and entropy of the disk is obtained from an
SPH simulation. After approximately one day of simu-
lated time, the system has usually evolved to the point
where its final state can be estimated from the current
distribution of orbital parameters and thermodynamic
state. The semi-major axis, eccentricity, and inclination
of each particle orbiting around the planet are identi-
fied based on the SPH output. A particle whose orbit
is not hyperbolic or does not cross the planet is consid-
ered to be a part of the disk. The details are described in
a previous study (Canup et al., 2001). Additionally, we
also detect aggregates of SPH particles and assign a sin-
gle orbit to them. Assuming the inclination and eccen-
tricity are quickly damped (Thompson and Stevenson,
1988) while the angular momentum is conserved, the
corrected semi-major axis of a particle i, ai,final, is ob-
tained. The details are described in the Appendix. The
entropy of the particle, S i, is directly obtained from the
SPH calculation. Based on mi and S i as a function of
ai,final, the cylindrically averaged surface density of the
disk, Σ(r) = dM/2pirdr, and entropy, S SPH(r), are de-
rived. Here, r is the distance from the Earth’s spin axis
and dM is the mass between the two cylindrical shells.
A problem occurs with this approach when the vapor
mass fraction is high. Clearly, SPH particles that will
expand mostly to vapor will not follow approximately
Keplerian trajectories due to the large pressure gradi-
ent forces and possibly instabilities as explained below.
The vapor-rich disk is partially supported by the pres-
sure gradient (dp/dr). When the self gravity of the disk
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is negligible, the specific angular momentum of the va-
por in the z-direction (parallel to the Earth’s spin axis),
Lz, is written as
Lz(r) =
√
GMpr +
r3
ρ
dp
dr , (1)
where Mp is the mass of the planet. In the outer part of
the disk, dLz/dr becomes negative since the term that
includes r3dp/ρdr (< 0) starts dominating the GMpr
term. These regions do not satisfy the Rayleigh sta-
bility criterion (dLz/dr > 0, Chandrasekhar, 1961) and
will mix radially on a dynamical timescale (i.e., of or-
der hours). In addition, if dΣ/dr > 0 at the inner edge of
the vapor-rich disk, there will be an radial mass redistri-
bution, and some vapor will migrate inward and merge
with the planet due to the pressure gradient forces.
Therefore, it is not possible to determine the surface
density in these cases using only the SPH output and
the procedure for treating the SPH particles as Keple-
rian. In principle, a sufficiently high-resolution SPH
simulation carried out to longer times could determine
the structure. We have chosen instead to estimate the
outcome by use of a simple functional form that satis-
fies the global constraints. We assume that the surface
density can be written as Σ(r) = (C1 + C2r) exp(−C3r)
(C1,C2, and C3 are constants). These constants are ob-
tained by conserving MD and LD and meeting a sta-
ble condition that dΣ/dr = 0 at the inner edge (This
choice of boundary condition is not physically required
and other choices could be possible). The resulting disk
is more stable and meets the Rayleigh criterion in the
broader regions. However, the disk may be still unsta-
ble near the outer edge because Lz(r) rapidly decreases
at large r, but this does not cause a major problem be-
cause the mass present in the outer region is relatively
small.
Next, the two-dimensional structure of the disk is cal-
culated based on the following assumptions: (1) The
disk is hydrostatic in the z-direction. (2) A vapor phase
exists above a thin liquid layer (if it exists) and no
mixed-phase layer exists. (3) The gravity forces of the
planet and liquid of the disk are considered. (4) If a liq-
uid layer exists at z = 0 at a given r, the pressure is equal
to the saturation vapor pressure at any z > 0. Otherwise,
the pressure gradient follows a dry adiabatic lapse rate
until the pressure reaches the saturation vapor pressure.
The vapor phase above is also saturated. Whether a liq-
uid layer exists at a given r depends on Σ(r) and S SPH(r).
The details are described in Section 3.4. The hydrostatic
relation can be described as
1
ρ
dp
dz = −
GMpz
(r2 + z2) 32
− 2piGΣl(r), (2)
where p is the pressure, ρ is the density, G is the gravi-
tational constant, Mp is the mass of the planet, and Σl(r)
is the surface density of the liquid at a given r.
The thermodynamic properties, such as p, ρ, and
the temperature, T , are iteratively calculated in the z-
direction by solving Equation (2), while satisfying Σ(r)
and S SPH(r). Based on an initial guess of T (r, z = 0) at
a given r, the entropy averaged in the z-direction S (r) is
calculated using the relationship
Σ(r)S (r) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ρv(r, z)S v(r, z)dz + Σl(r)S l(r). (3)
Here, ρv(r, z) and S v(r, z) are the density and entropy of
the vapor, Σl(r)(= Σ(r)−Σv(r)) and S l(r) are the surface
density and entropy of the liquid. By comparing S SPH(r)
with S (r), the temperature at the interface (z = 0) is
corrected until the relative change of these two values
becomes less than 0.1%.
3. Results
The initial conditions and outcomes are summarized in
Table 1. MD is the disk mass normalized by the lunar
mass and LD is the disk angular momentum normalized
by that of the Earth-Moon system. S ave is the average
disk entropy (discussed in Section 3.1) and determined
by the impact energy and material properties. VMF is
the overall vapor mass fraction of the disk. The S ave of
the fast-spinning Earth (b) and sub-Earths (c) is much
larger than that of standard (a) due to the larger kinetic
energy involved in the impact. This high-entropy disk
is mainly vapor (discussed in Section 3.4). The disk in
the intermediate (d) is moderately shock-heated. The
entropy increase due to the circularization of the parti-
cles in the disk is typically less than 10%. The mass
redistribution is considered in (b) and (c), which also
increases S ave (indicated by the asterisk). The value of
this increment depends on the model of the surface den-
sity, but it is not significant (less than 5%). The details
are discussed in Section 2.4 and the Appendix. The disk
of the non-standard models is more massive than that of
the standard model. After the circulation of the disk, the
mass outside of the Roche radius (∼ 2.9R⊕) is (a) 0.77,
(b) 1.12, (c) 2.33, and (d) 1.96 in lunar mass.
4
γ MT b vimp Tspin MD LD S ave VMF
(a) Standard 0.13 1.02 0.75 1.0 0 1.35 0.26 4672 19%
(b) Fast-spinning Earth 0.045 1.05 -0.3 20 (km/s) 2.3 2.36 0.44 7132* 96%
(c) Sub-Earths 0.45 1.04 0.55 1.17 0 3.07 0.64 7040* 88%
(d) Intermediate 0.3 1.00 0.6 1.0 0 2.80 0.57 5136 31%
Table 1: The initial conditions and outcomes. γ is the impactor-to-total mass ratio, MT is the total mass scaled by the Earth mass, b is the scaled
impact parameter, vimp is the impact velocity scaled by the escape velocity (except b), and Tspin is the initial spin period of the target (hrs). MD is
the disk mass scaled by the Moon mass, and LD is the angular momentum of the disk scaled by the current angular momentum of the Earth and
Moon. S ave is the averaged entropy of the disk (J/K/kg). The asterisk indicates that the entropy increase due to mass-redistribution of the disk is
considered (discussed in Section 2.4 and the Appendix.) VMF is the vapor mass fraction.
(a) Standard (c) Sub-Earths (d) Intermediate(b) Fast-spinning Earth
 J/K/kg
2000 6000
Figure 1: Each panel shows a projection of a 3D calculation onto the equatorial plane. In the top panel, color scales with the entropy of forsterite in
J/K/kg. In the bottom panel, particles originating from the target are shown in blue and magenta. Particles originally from the impactor are shown
in sky blue and yellow. The magenta and yellow particles (their sizes are magnified) become part of the disk.
3.1. Isentropic disk
Figure 1 shows snapshots of the impact simulations
of the four different scenarios. The upper panels show
the entropy at the impact and the bottom panels show
the origin and fate of the particle. The magenta particles
(target-origin) and yellow particles (impactor-origin)
become part of the disk. We refer to the particles that
eventually form the disk as “disk particles” hereafter.
In (a), the impactor is destroyed by the impact and the
tides from the planet and then form a disk. Most of the
disk particles come from specific parts of the impactor.
Since the disk particles have similar distances from the
impact point, they gain similar extent of shock-heating
and entropy. This leads to a relatively isentropic disk.
This feature is clearly shown in Figure 2a. This fig-
ure shows the probability distribution of a disk particle,
P(r, S ), color-coded according to its intensity. The num-
ber of the SPH particles is counted at a given r±∆r and
S ± ∆S (∆r = 0.02R⊕ and ∆S = 20 J/K/kg). P(r, S ) is
obtained by normalizing the number by the total num-
ber of SPH particles at that radius. Note that P(r, S ) is
statistically irrelevant in a sparse region (near the outer
edge of the disk). Although the entropy of the disk in
(a) has a dispersion, it is relatively uniform and a weak
function of r.
In (b), a small impactor smashes into the rapidly-
rotating oblate planet. The impact is so energetic that
a part of the planetary mantle is stripped off. Most of
the disk particles are initially located near the surface
(shown in magenta in Figure 1b). These particles are
ejected in the z-direction after the first shock. When
they fall back to the z = 0 plane, they collide with the
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Figure 2: A probability distribution of a particle, P(r, S ), where r is a distance from the Earth’s spin axis and S is entropy. The probability is
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Figure 3: The surface density and cumulative mass distribution of the disk. (a) standard: blue, (b) fast-spinning Earth: yellow, (c) sub-Earths: gray,
(d) intermediate: black. (A) The SPH calculations produce the surface densities of (a), (b’), (c’), and (d). However, (b’) and (c’), indicated by the
dashed lines, are unstable because these disks do not satisfy the Rayleigh criterion. The surface densities of more stable disks are shown in (b) and
(c). (B) The mass distribution is obtained by integrating the surface density.
particles coming from the other side. This secondary
shock significantly increases the entropy of the disk par-
ticles, because the pre-shock density of the second im-
pact is small and the disk materials are compressed eas-
ily. Since most of the disk particles follow this evo-
lutionary path, the disk particles are shock-heated to a
similar extent (Figure 2b). In (c), the two similar-size
objects collide with each other several times until they
merge into a single planet. The angular momentum of
the planet becomes so large that the planet becomes un-
stable. A portion of the outer mantle is stripped away
and forms a disk. The entropy of the disk particles con-
tinue to increase through the multiple impacts. This
leads to a larger dispersion of disk entropy than the other
cases (Figure 2c), but the entropy still does not depend
on r. (d) is similar to (a), but disk materials are coming
from broader regions, including the target. Neverthe-
less, the disk particles are originally located nearby and
experience similar increase of the entropy (Figure 2d).
Thus, the entropy is a weak function of r and approx-
imately uniform in all cases. In the following arguments
we assume the disk is adiabatic and has a uniform en-
tropy (S SPH(r) = S ave = const.). Note that S SPH includes
additional heating due to the circularization of the disk
particles (Section 2.4 and the Appendix), although the
increments are relatively small (typically, less than 10%
of S ave). For (b) and (c), additional heating is consid-
ered due to the mass redistribution in the disk (Section
2.4 and the Appendix).
3.2. Radial mass distribution
Figure 3A shows the surface density of the disk. The
blue solid line (a), the yellow dashed line (b’), the gray
dashed line (c’), and the gray solid line correspond to
the surface densities of the cases (a), (b), (c), and (d)
based on the SPH calculations. The disk in (b’) and (c’)
is unstable because the Rayleigh criterion is not satis-
fied at r > 3.4R⊕ and r > 4.8R⊕ for (b’) and (c’), re-
spectively. Even in the stable regions, the slope of Lz
is shallow, especially for (b’), so that the regions may
become easily unstable. Additionally, since dΣ/dr > 0
at the inner edge of the disk, the mass is redistributed
radially.
The surface density of a more stable disk (Σ(r) =
(C1+C2r) exp(−C3r)) is shown as (b) and (c). This mod-
eled disk is stable in a broader region, but still unstable
at r > 3.8R⊕ and r > 5.4R⊕ in (b) and (c). However,
the slope of Lz of (b) and (c) is steeper than that of (b’)
and (c’), so that the disk is more stable. The disk in (a)
and (d) does not satisfy the criteria either and hence its
structure may be reshaped. But we ignore this change
because the disk in (a) and (d) is liquid-dominant and
the effect of pressure gradient is less significant.
Figure 3B shows the cumulative disk mass. This is
obtained by integrating the surface density (Figure 3A).
The disk in (b) is more compact than in the other cases,
because the disk materials originate from the mantle of
the target and they gain relatively little angular momen-
tum from the impact. In the other cases, the angular
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liquid and the magenta solid line represents that of the vapor at the phase boundary. The range of Tpb for each S ave is indicated by the solid lines.
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momentum comes from the orbital angular momentum
of the massive impactor.
3.3. 2D structure of the disk
The temperature is derived at a given r and z from the
entropy and phase diagram. It is important to stress that
entropy is a better parameter to characterize the ther-
modynamics of the disk, but temperature is of course
is important to decide chemical questions such as parti-
tioning and possible isotopic fractionation. The temper-
ature is also relevant to the evaluation of possible hy-
drodynamic outflow. Figure 4 shows the temperature
contour of the disks as a function of r and z, normalized
by R⊕. The figure is color-coded according to the tem-
perature (3500-5200K). A more energetic impact (with
higher values of S ave) leads to higher temperatures in
the disk.
3.4. Simple semi-analytic disk model
The structure of the disk can be described by a simple
model. Equation (3) can be approximately written as
Σ(r)S ave ≃ Σv(r)S v(r, 0) + Σl(r)S l(r), (4)
where, S SPH(r) = S (r) = S ave is assumed. S v(r, 0) is the
entropy at the phase boundary (z = 0) at a given r. This
approximation is reasonable because the entropy varia-
tion in the z-direction is relatively small. Additionally,
because the density is largest at z = 0, S v(r, 0) has the
largest contribution to S (r) among S v(r, z). Neglecting
the self gravity of the disk and assuming that the temper-
ature variation in the z-direction is small, Σv is written
as
Σv(r) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ρv(r, z)dz ∼
∫ ∞
−∞
ρv(r, 0)e−(z/H)2dz, (5)
which becomes
Σv(r) ∼
√
piρv(r, 0)H, (6)
as previously derived (Thompson and Stevenson, 1988;
Ward, 2012). Here, H = √2c/Ω, c = √RT (r, 0)/µ,
and Ω =
√
GM⊕/r3. µ is the average molecular weight
(∼ 30 g/mol, Thompson and Stevenson, 1988). Like-
wise, the pressure distribution is also derived as p(r, z) ∼
p(r, 0) exp [−(z/H)2].
Equation (4) can be written as
S ave ∼ f S v(r, 0) + (1 − f )S l(r), (7)
f (r) ≡ Σv(r)
Σ(r) , (8)
where f (r) is the vapor mass fraction at a given radius
r.
Note that all parameters on the right hand side of
Equation (7) depend only on the temperature at the
phase boundary, Tpb(r)(= T (r, 0)). Since the liquid
and vapor are assumed to be in equilibrium, ρv(r, 0)
and hence Σv(r) are uniquely determined, once Tpb(r) is
specified. Tpb is approximately obtained from Equation
(7), given Σ(r), S ave, and an equation of state. Replacing
r by Tpb (r = r(Tpb)), f is written as
f (Tpb(r)) ∼
S ave − S l(Tpb)
S v(Tpb) − S l(Tpb) . (9)
Figure 5 shows the validity of this model. In Fig-
ure 5A, the Tpb calculated numerically by solving Equa-
tion (2) are indicated by the lines and the model (the
approximate Tpb by solving Equation (7)) is indicated
by the circles. A systematic difference (∼ 200K) oc-
curs because the temperature variation in the z-direction
and the self-gravity of the disk are ignored here, but the
model still captures the behavior. Figure 5B shows ra-
dial vapor mass fraction. The model matches the cal-
culation very well. While the vapor fraction does not
change radially in (a) and (d), it does change in (b) and
(c). Additionally, the inner part of the disk in (b) and (c)
is completely in the vapor phase. This vapor-only region
cannot be modeled since the pressure is not equal to the
saturation vapor pressure. Figure 5C provides visual
interpretations of Equation (9). The shaded regions in
sky-blue and magenta show the liquid and vapor phases
of forsterite. S ave of each disk is represented by the solid
line. f = (S ave−S l)/(S v−S l) does not vary greatly in (a)
and (d) as in the other cases. Our model also provides
an intuition for the reason that a higher Σ(r) tends to
give a higher Tpb (Figure 3A and 5A). Σv(r) is basically
determined by Tpb. For a given r and Tpb, a higher Σ(r)
results in a smaller S (r), since the contribution of ΣlS l
becomes larger in Equation (4) (S v ≥ S l). Therefore,
given a higher Σ(r), Tpb increases to obtain the same
S (r). Additionally, given Σ(r), a smaller r leads to a
smaller Σv(∝ H ∝ r3/2). Thus, to obtain the same S ave,
Tpb needs to be greater at a smaller r.
The vapor mass fraction in (b) and (c) reaches 100%
at the inside of the disk. In this region, both Σ(r)
and S ave are large. To reach such high S (r)(= S ave),
Tpb(r) needs to be large. However, an upper limit
of Tpb(r), and hence S (r), exists to satisfy Σv(r) ≤
Σ(r). Let these limits called be Tpb(max)(r) and S max(r).
dTpb(max)(r)/dΣ(r) > 0 because a larger Σ(r) allows a
larger Tpb. Near this limit, f is close to unity and S (r)
should be close to S v(r). Since dS v(T )/dT < 0 ac-
cording to the phase curves of forsterite (Figure 5C),
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dS v(r)/dΣ(r) ∼ dS max(r)/dΣ(r) < 0. Therefore, a given
S ave may not be satisfied if Σ(r) is too large in the re-
gion. In such a region, the assumption that the system
is in vapor-liquid equilibrium is no longer valid. The
part of the disk is completely in the vapor phase. This is
the case for the inner region of (b) and (c). Once Tpb(r)
is determined, ρ(r, z) and p(r, z) are approximately ob-
tained, as discussed (ρ(r, z) ∼ ρ(r, 0) exp [−(z/H)2],
p(r, z) ∼ p(r, 0) exp [−(z/H)2]). Although this model
is very simple, it is useful in that the thermal structure
of the disk can be semi-analytically approximated based
on just two parameters S ave and Σ(r).
4. Discussion
4.1. Structure of the disk
In (b) and (c), the modeled surface density is not
uniquely determined by the SPH output (Section 2.4),
but this is only a problem in the high vapor fraction
cases. A different model of the surface density will pro-
vide different S ave according to the potential energy dif-
ferences, ∆U, of the disks (Appendix). The increment
of S ave due to ∆U is typically a few percent. Therefore,
although the disk model is not unique, our model still
describes the general disk structure.
Here, we only consider one giant impact simulation
for each model. However, the surface density and en-
tropy of the disk can vary even in the same type of the
giant impact model. Previous statistical studies show
that disk mass and angular momentum vary, depending
on the choices of initial conditions. This is the case es-
pecially for grazing impacts (e.g., Canup, 2004). There-
fore, the initial conditions affect the structure of the disk
(personal communications with Kaveh Pahlevan).
Note that the atmosphere of the planet has not
been considered. Because the SPH method does not
adequately describe the physics at the interfaces of
large density differences, it cannot very well describe
the planet-atmosphere or core-mantle (iron-forsterite)
boundaries. This limitation arises because the density
of an SPH particle i is determined by its neighboring
particles. If the neighboring particles have much larger
or smaller densities than that of the expected density of
the particle i, it leads to an artificially large or small
density of the particle. At the end of an SPH simula-
tion, the outer part of the planet is inflated and has an
atmosphere-like structure. But the mass and size of the
atmosphere may include large errors. For simplicity we
exclude the effect of this “atmosphere” and merely con-
sider it part of the planet.
4.2. Stability of a vapor-rich disk
It has been suggested that a vapor-rich disk is not
suitable for the Moon formation. Wada et al. (2006)
perform two grid-based hydrodynamic simulations of
a standard-type giant impact. They use two different
polytrope-type equations of state (EOS) and compare
the outcomes. One of the EOSs mimics a “gas-like”
material and the other represents a liquid (or solid) ma-
terial. They find out a giant impact with the gas-like
EOS leads to a dynamically unstable disk. The density
contrasts within the disk are so large that several shocks
propagate through the disk. The disk loses its angular
momentum by the process and a significant disk mass
falls onto the planet. On the other hand, if the disk is
mostly liquid (i.e., with the liquid-like EOS), the den-
sity contrast within the disk is small, so that such strong
shocks are not created. They conclude that a vapor-rich
disk loses its significant mass so quickly that it is not
suitable for the Moon formation. This is an interesting
outcome, but it is unclear in their result exactly how the
angular momentum budget is satisfied (since material
falling back onto Earth is necessarily balanced by ma-
terial that gains angular momentum). Additionally, it is
uncertain whether this is applicable to the stability of the
vaporous disk in (b) and (c). The polytrope-type EOSs
cannot describe the behavior of the realistic mantle ma-
terials very well, such as the phase changes. Therefore,
the density structure of the disk may not be very phys-
ical. In addition, the proposed EOS may not provide
realistic estimates of the Mach numbers of the shocks
either. This may provide a large uncertainty in estimat-
ing the loss of the angular momentum and mass of the
disk due to the shock passage. In order to understand
the stability of the disk, a more realistic EOS needs to
be implemented with such a grid-based code.
4.3. Evolution of the disk
The Moon-forming disks of the fast-spinning Earth
(b) and sub-Earths (c) have much higher entropy and
vapor mass fractions than those of the standard model
(a). The evolution of such a highly shock-heated disk
would likely follow a different path from the canoni-
cal scenario. The extent of vaporization may affect the
chemical and isotopic signature of the disk and the re-
sulting Moon (Pahlevan, 2013). Additionally, the mass
of the Moon might become an important constraint. It
takes a longer time to radiatively cool this high-entropy
disk. If the disk experiences viscous spreading during
the cooling process, it may lose its mass to the planet
even before condensation to allow Moon formation. In
addition, because the gas is orbiting more slowly than
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the liquid, the gas removes the angular momentum of
the liquid. Thus, the liquid droplets fall to the planet
while the gas moves outward, leading to the additional
mass loss of the disk. However, the effect may not pre-
vent a Moon formation, because the disk of (b) and (c)
is more massive than (a). In any event, further study is
required for a more quantitative argument.
Our study also shows that the vapor fraction of
the disk can radially vary in (b) and (c), which may
cause some chemical and isotopic heterogeneity in the
disk. If the Moon (or at least its surface) preferen-
tially formed from a particular location of the disk
(Salmon and Canup, 2012), the Moon’s chemical and
isotopic signatures might not represent the entire disk,
but rather a specific region of the disk. However, this
conclusion depends on the efficiency of the radial mix-
ing.
4.4. Effects of the equation of state
The forsterite M-ANEOS has several non-negligible
caveats. Recent experimental studies indicate that M-
ANEOS underestimates the shock-induced entropy gain
of silicates (Kurosawa et al., 2012; Kraus et al., 2012).
Kurosawa et al. (2012) suggest that this effect becomes
prominent when the peak pressure, Ppeak, is higher than
330 GPa. Although this may lead to the higher entropy
and vapor-mass fraction of the disk, the increments may
be relatively limited. This is because majority of the
disk particles have smaller peak pressures than this. The
fraction of disk particles with Ppeak > 330 GPa is (a) 0
%, (b) 30 %, (c) 6.5 %, and (d) 0 %. However, the en-
tropy gain by an impact cannot be determined simply
from this criterion, because these experiments have sig-
nificantly different initial conditions from those of the
giant impact. An impact simulation needs to be per-
formed with a new EOS that includes these experimen-
tal results.
In addition, the real mantle material is not pure
forsterite. Rather, perovskite is the dominant phase in
the lower mantle (P >24 GPa). Since perovskite is less
compressible than forsterite (e.g., Jackson and Ahrens
1979; Deng et al. 2008, Sarah Stewart, personal com-
munications), material initially in the perovskite phase
may be less shock-heated by an impact than our pure
forsterite mantle. However, we conclude that this has
a minor effect on the outcome, at least for the thermo-
dynamics of the particles that end up in the disk. First,
the larger part of the disk particles was originally in the
upper mantle. The fractions of the disk particles that are
from the upper-mantle are (a) standard 79%, (b) fast-
spinning Earth 60%, (c) sub-Earths 68%, (d) interme-
diate 42%. Additionally, most of the disk particles suf-
fer additional shocks in which the pre-shock pressure
is much lower than 24 GPa. These multiple shocks ef-
ficiently increase the entropy of the disk particles and
erase the memory of the initial condition. Therefore,
the choice of the phase in the mantle is not likely to
affect the entropy estimate significantly. We are sepa-
rately considering the difficult question of the outcome
of these events for the deep Earth.
5. Conclusions
This is the first work that bridges a hydrodynamic gi-
ant impact simulation and the resulting hydrostatic disk.
We perform various SPH simulations in order to iden-
tify the properties of the disk, including its mass, an-
gular momentum and entropy distribution. Using these
values as constraints, the two dimensional structure of
the disk is derived. Four distinctive scenarios are inves-
tigated: (a) standard, (b) fast-spinning Earth, (c) sub-
Earths, and (d) intermediate. In all cases, the disk is
approximately isentropic. In (a) and (d), the tempera-
ture of the disk is up to 4500-5000K and the overall va-
por mass fraction of the disk is 20-30%. These results
are consistent with previous studies on the disk. On the
other hand, the recently suggested models, such as (b)
and (c), create a high-entropy and more vaporized disk.
The temperature is as high as 6000-7000K and the vapor
mass fraction is higher than 80%. Such a high-entropy
disk might lead to a chemically and isotopically differ-
ent Moon from that of the canonical model. We also
develop semi-analytic solutions for the thermal struc-
ture of the disk, including the radial temperature distri-
bution on the mid-plane and the radial vapor mass frac-
tion. This model only requires the radial surface density
and the average entropy of the disk as inputs. This may
be used as an initial condition for further study on the
Moon-forming disk.
Appendix
Two additional processes that heat up the disk, be-
sides the impact-induced shock heating, are considered
here. As described in Section 2.4, we assume that an ini-
tially eccentric and inclined disk particle is circularized.
Since this lowers the orbital energy of the particle, the
excess of the energy is emitted as heat and heats up the
disk. Assuming the component of angular momentum
which is parallel to the Earth’s spin axis is conserved,
the resulting semi-major axis is ai,final = ai(1−e2i ) cos2 Ii.
ai is the initial semi-major axis before the damping, ei
is the eccentricity, and Ii is the inclination. Additional
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heating ∆Ei due to the circularization can be expressed
as
∆Ei =
GM⊕mi
2ai
1 − 1(1 − e2i ) cos2 Ii
 . (10)
The entropy increase by this process ∆S i,circular is ∼
∆Ei/Ti, where Ti is the temperature of the particle.
In addition to this, in the vapor-rich cases, the disk is
heated due to a mass redistribution within the disk, as
described in Section 2.4. Similarly, let ∆U equal the
difference of the potential energies of the disks before
and after the redistribution. The additional entropy is
approximately written as ∆S ∼ ∆U/Tave, where Tave is
the average temperature of the disk. The increments of
S ave by these post-impact processes depend on the ini-
tial conditions of the impact. In our calculations, each
process increases the entropy by less than 10 percent.
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